
Our growing company is hiring for a workforce strategy. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for workforce strategy

Ensure strategic oversight of leadership and management development
initiatives, employee education programs, and other learning and education
initiatives
Continuously evaluate all learning and development programs and create
new and breakthrough methods using data and analysis
Direct change management and transition planning activities for new
Stanford campus in Redwood City, scheduled for completion in 2019
Lead, guide, motivate, and develop team and ensure team is fully engaged in
achieving the mission of the department
Establishes an overarching contingent workforce program roadmap based
upon existing program frameworks
Builds strong partnerships across internal and external stakeholders to drive
roadmap and program evolution
Conducts program maturity reviews to assess vendors, capability to provide
strategic advice, ability to measure and assess key performance indicators
Manages risk mitigation including privacy and security concerns as wells as
the ability to source critical contingent staff
Develops and supports best practice processes for procuring temporary labor
that align with operational objectives
Establishes and leads the (Contingent Workforce Planning) CWP Advisory
council comprised of representatives from key stakeholder groups, including
Security, Privacy, Legal, HRBPs, business unit liaisons, and the MSP
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Ability to manage multiple high-impact projects at the same time
Ability to align departments and individuals with competing agendas to do
great work within tight timelines, without sacrificing the essential objectives
of our projects
Knowledge and experience in data modelling (Logical, Physical)
Expertise in data management and analytics
Hands on experience in SAS, Hadoop, SQL or related tools
Strong understanding of the financial services industry, regulations, and the
data applied for marketing, risk, and account management


